
Biweekly update OPC(X) 

A lot has happened these past few weeks and therefore it’s quite a big update (again). By reading this 

carefully you should have a good view of what’s going on at OPC & OPCX.  A lot of announcements 

have been made the last two weeks and most of you know that the team is working very hard to 

make this a success. To make ourselves clear one more time; We are here to stay and make both 

coins a great success with real uses. Integrating in the gaming/streaming industry is not easy to do, 

but we know we have found a way to claim a part of the market.  

 

- OPC 

The last few days have been great, over 50 million coins are now in custody of SwapBot. These coins 

are out of circulation and the wallet is publicly visible in a separate Discord channel (#swapbot-

wallet). Since we started a day late, the swapping period is extended until the 30th of May 2018. The 

amount SwapBot is holding for the big burn on 30th May will increase a lot as more and more people 

choose to swap to big brother OPCX. While we are building OPCX and contacting exchanges, we 

might have some good news for OPC. At least our intention is to get it listed together with OPCX on a 

nice exchange.  

 

- Burn/Swapping period 

The swapping period has been extended one day, until the 30th of May 2018 20:00 GMT. Don’t try to 

withdraw from a pool at the last moment, because after this time there won’t be another chance to 

get OPCX with your OPC. The swap ratio is 20 OPC for 1 OPCX. 

To accommodate the swap, we’ve set up a swap channel on Discord which is run by SwapBot. This 

bot happily receives your OPC and switches it to OPCX with just a few commands. All swapped OPC 

are accumulated by SwapBot and will be burned after the swapping period ends.  

 

 

- Pre-sale & developing fund 

The pre-sale of OPCX was necessary to build a good foundation for OPCX. In our eyes the pre-sale has 

been a great success and we can really use it for great purposes. Our BTC address is still public and as 

you can see here there is over 21 BTC in it. If it’s moved, it’s secured elsewhere and probably set 

aside for a payment. Most of this will be used for exchanges and support websites for masternodes. 

We will carefully manage this fund and will only use it for the benefit of OPCX and OPC. The main 

focus is of course OPCX, but when we can get a good deal which would involve OPC, we won’t 

hesitate to take it!  

 

 

 

 



 

- Pools 

https://mynode.rocks/#/masternodes/detail/26 is currently working on shared masternode #10. This 

is a 3rd party website, so please direct any questions about their services to them. 

We are currently in a good discussion with Stakinglab about adding OPCX to their staking portfolio.  

We are confident we will reach a good deal and it shouldn’t take long before it’s up and running, they 

tend to be very quick. They will maximize your stakingprofits while you can sit back and see the 

stakes coming in each day. This again is a 3rd party website, so please direct any questions about 

their services to them.  

We are in good contact with StakeUnited also, but they have notified us they don’t have room to add 

OPCX currently. However, they will keep maximizing your OPC staking profits for you, so don’t worry 

about that. Stake United is our #1 OPC wallet in the richlist and they have all reason to stay #1. 

 

 

- Release Masternodes & wallet 

After a little mistake in calculation our wallet release got extended a little bit. Beside that we can 

consider the release a great success. We’ve had no problems and the wallet seems to run very 

smooth. Windows, Mac and Linux wallets are available for download at our website; 

https://www.overpoweredcoin.com . There’s also a guide on how to set up a masternode available 

on our website and discord channel, it might look a bit confusing at first, but with our live support 

and guide it should be quite easy to do! A masternode will grant you rewards by contributing to our 

network, which will obviously be here for many, many years. 

With the release of our new wallet, we’ve also set up a new Github and Bitcointalk ANN. Both will be 

updated when there’s a release or update! 

https://github.com/opcoinx/OPCoinX 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=3651722.0 
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- Exchange(s) 

While OPCX isn’t listed at any exchange yet, we have sent out multiple e-mails to exchanges. Our 

intentions are very clear, we want to get OPCX listed for the best deal possible. We know that we can 

bring a lot of volume and users with us, so we expect a little room in negotiations. With the great 

pre-sale we’ve got quite some possibilities. We’ve got a specific amount reserved for exchanges and 

some might not be possible if they have no room in the negotiation, we’ll have to see how this goes. 

We want to give full transparency on the exchanges we will try to get listed on and therefore here’s 

our list of contacted exchanges:  

- CoinExchange.io: Fee sent! OPCX/BTC OPCX/LTC and also OPC/BTC OPC/LTC markets will be 

available in approximately 7 days! We will keep you updated on this. 

- Kucoin: We are in talks! 

- Cryptopia: We are working on requirements! 

- Crypto-bridge: Contact coming soon 

- Crypto-hub: Purchase of CROC for listing fees has started!  

- OkEX (inquiry only) 

 

 

- Websites 

We’ve gained access to our old website again (opcoin.info). The problem that it shows as being 

hacked will soon be solved, the problem was identified as an error in a plug-in used on the website. 

More information about this will follow, but know that it’s being handled!  

In the meanwhile we have launched https://www.overpoweredcoin.com and http://opcx.tk (Store 

Demo). The site will be updated with more information when it comes out, we’ll try to keep it 

updated as fast as possible! Also some texts will be updated when we have more time to look into 

this. We are aware of some type-O’s and we will put together a more fitting text soon. 

 

 

- OPCX store 

There’s already a demo available at http://www.opcx.tk so all of you can get an impression of our 

plans. Since a week we have brought another developer on board, Barney. He will build the 

infrastructure for the OPCX store and will assist in connecting the blockchain with the store. Many 

great ideas have passed by and it looks really promising.  

As development progresses we will be preparing the store to support a multitude of items related to 

the gaming/streaming and entertainment sectors! 

 

 



 

- Team 

An extra developer has been added to the team to assist us with many different things, but his main 

task will be creating the website for the OPCX store. We’ve also expanded our moderator team with 

a few extra people to keep up with the growth of our community.  

It also seems that some prominent members of our community take some roles and responsibility on 

them by answering questions and helping other people. We would like to thank everyone that feels 

addressed by this, keep up the good work because together we’ll get forward! It’s really great to see 

how much nice people exist in the crypto world. 

Thanks for reading, we hope this update addresses most of your questions. With OPC and OPCX on 

the horizon, the future looks bright! 


